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ACROSS
Primitive growth found on banks of river and 
a bog (6)

1

Who gets beaten up hugging one's escorts? 
(4,4)

4

Get far at sea with gloomy light following 
sunset (9)

10

I am enclosing "live" metal girder (1-4)11
Make credit rating different without using a 
personal selling technique (6,9)

12

Strange hours not supported by hospital 
reports (7)

13

A male leaving campsite tortured pussy (6)15
Series of bold estimates appearing first in 
Time (6)

18

Lack of water is uneven in uninhabited 
district? (7)

20

UN backed apparent freeze, taking on a 
region like NZ (7-4,4)

22

A unique type of wine appeared (5)25
Natural boss that is brought into fund with no 
introduction (9)

26

Is mother dressed in coloured clothing 
unnerved? (8)

27

Stretch final explanation of what's what (6)28

DOWN
Men almost snared agitated snakes (8)1
One who assesses stock of corporate raider 
(5)

2

Truce not finalised before time in safe 
building (9)

3

A road buried in snow detoured ahead (7)5
Solicitor's first to take on an administrative 
area (5)

6

I met up with one to perform recording 
specifically (9)

7

Worship a God primarily in dwelling place 
(6)

8

Shoots up in clubs with members (6)9
Spiteful claim falsely based on debtor's notes 
(9)

14

Method of conducting business head of 
newspaper employed in purchase (9)

16

Was there time to stop during arranged date? 
(8)

17

Turn down end in bolted rack (7)19
Pressure leader of union wearing uniform (6)20
Spiritual one pulled back (6)21
Hostile force almost completed a process to 
ensure evacuation (5)

23

Render needed at the bottom of round pointed 
arch (5)

24


